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The Liberian Registry has incorporated the use of new and advanced analytical software and programming to be applied
to its Detention Prevention Program for its fleet screening process. This is being used effectively as part of a compliance
assistance program to help ensure that Liberian flagged vessels are fully prepared for any PSC activity in the ports they
are calling, and to further reduce Port State detention rates, especially in Australia, China, the EU and the United States.
Liberia’s Detention Prevention Program builds upon the mandatory IMO Long-Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT)
system, under which all flag states are required to ensure their vessels transmit their location; in addition to real time
AIS position data. The goal is to ensure compliance with international requirements governing safety. The objective
of this program is to proactively identify and communicate with vessels which may be in need of assistance through
their ship management companies, and to increase the awareness on the part of the shipowners and operators of the
requirements, recent interpretations and actions taken by Port State Control inspectors.

How it Works
≈

The Administration is notified when a vessel enters
a destination in the vessel’s AIS.

≈

The probability of PSC boarding is assessed by
the DPP system.

≈

If further action is necessary, the DPA is contacted
an appropriate steps are taken

Positive Results
≈

Paris MOU (Low Risk Flag Qualification) – DECREASED
detention rate

≈

Lloyd’s List North American Awards Finalist (2016) Liberia’s Compliance Assistance Program (CAP)

≈

Tokyo MOU White Listed – DECREASED detention rate

Criteria: Accessing the
Vessel’s Risk
≈

Type of Vessel

≈

Age of Vessel

≈

Last Flag State Annual Safety Inspection

≈

Last PSC Inspection

≈

Ship Survey Status from Class

≈

Recognized Organization PSC Performance

2019-2020 PSC Detentions

2019-2020 Detentions

Monthly Detention Prevention
Program Statistics
≈

An average of 2,500 vessel arrival case files are
processed each month to access the PSC boarding
risk and possible action to assist vessels.

≈

An average of 1,100 Pre-Arrival Checklists were
recieved and reviewed.

≈

The Liberian Administration has successfully ensured
compliance of its fleet leading to an increase in
successful PSC inspections each month.

PSC Detention Reduction 2019-2020
≈ USCG: 74% Reduction
≈ Paris MoU: 19% Reduction
≈ Tokyo MoU: 28% Reduction
≈ China: 83% Reduction
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